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Abstr act. Fast wave current drive, FWCD, has been performed in JET plasmas with internal
transport barriers, ITBs. The heating during the FWCD is strongly degraded compared to
dipole heating. The FWCD has only a small effect on the central current density. The main
reasons are the parasitic absorption of RF power, the strongly inductive nature of the plasma
and the interplay between the fast wave driven current and bootstrap current.

1.

Exper imental r esults

Fast wave current drive experiments have been carried out in hot low density ITB plasmas in
JET with Te 8keV, Ti 12keV, ne 2.4·1019m-3, B0=3.45T and Ip=2MA. Strongly reversed
B

magnetic shear were produced with 2-2.5MW LHCD, which was switched off when around
13MW of NBI and up to 6MW of ICRF power at 37MHz were applied. The time sequence of
the coupled power, central electron and ion temperatures, density and BeII radiation can be
seen in Fig. 1. Before t=7.4s the outermost edge of the internal transport barrier was located at
about R=3.25m, r/a=0.28. At t=7.4s qmin reached 2 and the barrier expanded, following the
outer q=2 surface to 3.45m, r/a=0.5 resulting in an increase of the ion temperature above
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20keV. To avoid disruption the NBI power was stepped down when the neutron yield
exceeded a preset level.
For FWCD the antennas were phased at +90o and -90o producing asymmetric toroidal
mode spectra peaked at nh +15 and nh -15, respectively. The heating performances of the
FWCD experiments were compared to two reference discharges using dipole phasing at
37MHz, (#60667 with 2.9MW and #60673 with 3.1MW) and one using H-minority heating
with +90o at 51MHz (#58682 with 4.4MW). Dipole phasing produces symmetric spectra
peaked at nh ±25. The reference scenarios had better heating than FWCD as can be seen in
Fig. 2, where the central electron temperature and diamagnetic energy are compared. Squarewave modulations of the RF-power were performed to measure the direct electron heating
from Fourier and break-in-slope analyses of the time resolved ECE temperature profiles.
Profiles of direct electron heating are shown in Fig. 3, which where quite similar despite the
different amount of RF power. The heating efficiency was compared for a triple of discharges,
#60663 with +90o, #60664 with -90o and #60667 with dipole heating with different levels of
RF power, 4.6MW, 5.8MW and 2.9MW, respectively producing similar electron temperatures
and densities. The heating efficiency for -90o phasing was reduced to about 50% and for +90o
to about 60% compared to the dipole phasing. The single pass damping of the direct electron
absorption was for FWCD about 2% and slightly less for the dipole. The single pass damping
for the reference scenario #58682 with nH/nD=0.06 had a single pass damping of about 60%.
A part of the power was parasitically damped by residual 3He ions, whose presence was
confirmed by several methods: i-rays, fast energy content and ICE from 3He ions. The 3He
concentration was estimated to be around 0.1%, which gave a total single pass damping in the
range 3-7% with the lowest value for -90o. From the balance between the energy delivered by
the heating systems, including ohmic heating and excluding beam shine-through, and the
energy delivered to the divertor, measured with 6 thermocouplers, and radiated from the
plasma, measured with a bolometer camera, it was found that for ‒90o phasings a significant
fraction of the RF power was not absorbed and transferred to the bulk plasma. For discharges
dominated by ICRH the method offers a good measure of the lost power, as for #58680 with
+90o at 37MHz without NBI; 14MJ of energy could not be accounted for, corresponding to
48‒13% of the injected RF energy. For the reference discharge with hydrogen minority
heating at 51MHz with +90o phasing only 7% of the total power could not be accounted for.
In order to assess the level of sputtering or arcing taking place at the antenna Faraday
screens and limiters, visible light spectrometers were used to study the intensity in the CIV
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and BeII lines. For the reference discharges with dipole phasing or hydrogen minority heating
a steady BeII line radiation intensity of the order of 3·1012 photons/s/cm2/sr was observed
with the spectrometers viewing through the divertor, Fig. 4. For the FWCD experiments with
‒90o phasings the radiation intensity was much larger and varied strongly during the pulses
with large spikes, similar to those identified as arcs caused by rectified RF-sheath potentials
during monopole heating for large misalignment angles between the magnetic field and
Faraday screen [1] and with different phasing, monopole and dipole, of adjacent antennas [2].
A small but clear difference in the central current density, measured with the polarimeter,
could be seen for the FWCD for the pair of discharges with ‒90o that had similar temperatures
and densities in the early part of the main heating phase, 4<t<6s, which because of the similar
plasma parameters is not expected to be caused by different current diffusion rates. The driven
currents were calculated with the LION code [3] with the power normalised so that the
calculated power absorbed on electrons by TTMP/ELD agreed with that measured, which for
#60665 with +90o was 0.8MW and for #60664 with -90o was 1MW, yielding driven currents
of -55kA and 70 kA respectively. The effect of the current drive on the evolution of the
central plasma current was simulated with the JETTO code [4]. At t=6s, the total difference in
the calculated central current densities was only between 10kA/m2 and 40kA/m2 between co
and counter current drive much smaller than the difference in measured central current
densities, which was around 100kA/m2, indicating that poloidal flux diffusion takes place on a
faster time scale than that by neo-classical resistivity.

2.

Conclusions and discussions

Clear differences in the heating efficiency with respect to the antenna phasing and single pass
damping were seen; the dipole phasing had the highest heating efficiency, comparable to
hydrogen minority heating with +90o having 60% single pass damping. The lower heating
efficiency of the ‒90o phasings, the strong increase of the BeII and CIV line radiation and
unaccountable losses are qualitatively consistent with increased losses for weak single pass
damping produced by rectified RF-sheath potentials at the antenna, which can be significant
even for small misalignment angles between the magnetic field and Faraday screen [5], which
in these experiments was around 7o. Smaller differences in heating between +90o and -90o are
consistent with the effect of the difference in single pass damping of residual 3He ions caused
RF-induced spatial transport.
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Fig. 1. Time traces for #60664. (a) NBI, ICRF
and LHCD power, (b) central electron, Te, ion Ti,
temperature, (c) on axis and volume averaged
electron density, ne, and (d) BeII line radiation

Fig. 3. Power deposition by direct electron heating
obtained with modulation between 5.5 and 6.5s for
#60664 with 5.3MW -90o, #60665 with 4.8MW
+90o and #60667 with 2.9MW dipole.

intensity.

Fig. 2. a) Central electron temperatures and b)

Fig. 4 a) and b) BeII line radiation intensity for a
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